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ABSTRACT
Pradhan, Ketaki A. M.S., Purdue University, May 2011. MDE-URDS-A Mobile Device
Enabled Service Discovery System. Major Professor: Rajeev Raje.
Component-Based Software Development (CSBD) has gained widespread
importance in recent times, due to its wide-scale applicability in software development.
System developers can now pick and choose from the pre-existing components to suit
their requirements in order to build their system. For the purpose of developing a qualityaware system, finding the suitable components offering services is an essential and
critical step. Hence, Service Discovery is an important step in the development of
systems composed from already existing quality-aware software services. Currently,
there is a plethora of new-age devices, such as PDAs, and cell phones that automate daily
activities and provide a pervasive connectivity to users. The special characteristics of
these devices (e.g., mobility, heterogeneity) make them as attractive choices to host
services. Hence, they need to be considered and integrated in the service discovery
process. However, due to their limitations of battery life, intermittent connectivity and
processing capabilities this task is not a simple one.
This research addresses this challenge of including resource constrained devices
by enhancing the UniFrame Resource Discovery System (URDS) architecture. This
enhanced architecture is called Mobile Device Enabled Service Discovery System (MDEURDS). The experimental validation of the MDE-URDS suggests that it is a scalable and
quality-aware system, handling the limitations of mobile devices using existing and well
established algorithms and protocols such as Mobile IP.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
This thesis describes the architecture of Mobile Device Enabled – UniFrame
Resource Discovery System (MDE-URDS), a service discovery architecture using mobile
devices. This chapter explains the motivation behind the thesis and an introduction to the
overall approach taken.

1.1. Problem Statement and Motivation
Component-Based Software Development (CSBD) has gained widespread
importance in recent times, due to its wide-scale applicability in software development.
Such techniques have made advancements in software development in modern times to a
large extent. From taking years to finalize software, now software can be developed and
deployed in a matter of a few days. Component Based Software Development [1] and
Generative Programming [2] provide the luxury of the use of already existing
components in the software development process. System developers can now pick and
choose from the pre-existing components to suit their requirements in order to build their
own system. It is then the task of developing a system using these found components with
the specific and user-desired quality of service (QoS) requirements. Components usually
belong to a specific domain and offer services, such as tracking components offer
tracking services or healthcare components offering health-related services. As a result,
the terms components and services are used interchangeably in this thesis. For the
purpose of developing a system, finding the suitable components offering services is an
essential and critical step. Hence, Service Discovery is an important step in the
development of systems composed from already existing quality-aware software services.
A lot of emphasis is laid on finding the right services to meet the requirements of
the system under development. This process is iterative and the developer may look for
newer components to meet those requirements. Service Discovery, if not appropriately
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done, may delay the overall process of software development and may even as well lead
to incorrect development of the required system. Researchers in the past have proposed
several discovery architectures, such as Jini [3], UPnP [4], UDDI [5], and Service
Location Protocol [6]. These, and similar efforts, are referred to as first generation service
discovery architectures in a comprehensive report from the researchers at the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). A comprehensive list of related work in
this field can be seen in Chapter 2.
Currently, there is a plethora of new-age devices, such as PDAs, and cell phones
that automate daily activities and provide a pervasive connectivity to users. The special
characteristics of these devices (e.g., mobility, heterogeneity) make them as attractive
choices to host services and hence, they need to be considered and integrated in the
service discovery process. Many context-aware applications, such as distributed tracking,
require the inclusion of such mobile devices that host relevant services. Also, there are
many real-time applications such as disaster management, traffic monitoring, benefiting
by the use of mobile devices and services, giving rise to many service discovery
architectures. Hence, the inclusion of these mobile devices into the discovery framework
enhances the discovery process by making it suitable to the category of context-aware
applications. The first generation of discovery systems however, did not consider
including the mobile devices into their service discovery architecture. The problem with
these devices is the additional level of support for wireless technology, their intermittent
connectivity, battery life, limited memory capability and additional hardware support that
is needed for correct functionality.
NIST in their survey [7] of first generation of discovery systems have identified
this particular challenge of resource discovery with mobile devices. This research
therefore addresses the challenge of including resource constrained devices by handling a
subset of the challenges (such as Intermittent Connectivity, Mobility, memory and
processing capabilities) by enhancing the UniFrame Resource Discovery System (URDS)
architecture. This enhanced architecture is called Mobile Device Enabled Service
Discovery System (MDE-URDS).
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The MDE-URDS proposes solutions to handle the limitations of the resourceconstrained devices using algorithms such as Mobile IP [8], Ad-hoc On Demand Vector
routing [9], Optimized Link State Routing [10] and the use of near-by proxies in the
discovery process. The quality of the results obtained from the discovery process is
improved using the multi-level matching semantics proposed by [11][12].

1.2. Objectives of the Thesis


To design an architecture, called MDE-URDS, for service discovery that
incorporates mobile devices.



To empirically validate the proposed approach by performing extensive
experimentation with the prototype of MDE-URDS.



To compare the performance of MDE-URDS with an existing prototype of URDS
that does not include mobile devices.

1.3. Contributions of the Thesis


This Thesis has tried to address the problem of incorporating mobile devices into
service discovery architecture.



The limitations of limited connectivity, limited battery life, memory capacity and
other constraints have been addressed using different algorithms such as Mobile
IP and changes to the existing URDS architecture.



A comparative study of the discovery process with and without the inclusion of
mobile devices with respect to the discovery performance has been studied and
suggestions for the enhancement have been proposed.

1.4. Organization of the Thesis
The Thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents the related efforts; Chapter
3 explains the architecture of the proposed MDE-URDS and associated algorithms.
Chapter 4 describes the experimentation carried out using the prototype of MDE- URDS.
Chapter 5 presents the conclusions of this study and future work for the enhancement of
MDE-URDS.
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CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK
In Chapter 1, the motivation behind service discovery architectures in recent times
and the need of including mobile devices in these discovery architectures was explained
in detail. Service oriented architectures [13][14] have led to the flourishing of Discovery
Services (DS). Starting with the earliest architectures, there has been a significant
improvement not only in the technology but also in different aspects of discovery, from
simple text-based search to multi-level matching to semantic and ontology based
approaches. This chapter provides a survey of the existing service discovery approaches
for mobile and resource constrained devices and identifies their strengths and
weaknesses.
A few prominent first generation DS are: Jini [3], UPnP [4], SLP [6], CORBA
Trader Service [15] and UDDI [5]. The NIST report [7] classifies DS into two main
groups:
a. Lookup Services: These lookup services are registry-based discovery services,
where a service provider typically registers his services with a central registry.
The client consults the registry to search for services that he is interested in. This
group includes Jini, UPnP, CORBA Trader Service, and UDDI.
b. Discovery Services: This category includes specially designed architectures for
resource discovery, such as the Service Location Protocol (SLP) which provides
the service discovery with the help of the User Agents, Service Agents, and
Directory Agents forming three-party architecture.
However, none of these first generation discovery systems consider the need of
including resource constrained devices into their discovery setup. This limitation of first
generation of discovery systems is also highlighted by NIST report [7]. Thereafter,
several architectures have been proposed by researchers in the past to tackle this problem
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of incorporating resource constrained devices into the service discovery setup. A few
prominent of these architectures are described below.
The Framework for Robust and Resource-aware Discovery (FRODO) [16] is a
service discovery architecture mainly designed for mobile and resource constrained
devices. In FRODO, the resource constrained devices are grouped into different classes
depending on their memory and processing capabilities. The devices are allotted different
tasks based on the classes they belong to. Although FRODO is one of the first solutions
proposed, it does not account for limitations such as the intermittent connectivity or
frequent migration of the mobile devices from their home domain. This has been suitably
handled by incorporating the principles of Mobile IP protocol in the proposed MDEURDS architecture. Similar to the FRODO approach, the devices in MDE-URDS are also
classified based on their processing speed and memory and accordingly tasks are
delegated to them explained in Section 3.1 of Chapter 3.
M-URDS [17], an earlier work from the UniFrame group, is also an extension of
URDS that deals with the mobility of the components by incorporating mobile agents
into URDS. The main task of these mobile agents is to discover new components.
However, M-URDS did not employ the use of mobile devices as a part of the service
discovery framework. Another similar agent-based architecture is presented in [18] which
introduces the collaborative searches wherein the agents gather information from
different sources and present a more efficient searching method. They make use of the
collaborative search wherein the agents share resources and also perform periodic update
of their resources. The query propagation and delegation techniques in the MDE-URDS
use similar principles as these agent-based approaches, explained in Section 3.2 of
Chapter 3.
[19] and [20] make use of offloading and surrogates for the purpose of including
mobile devices by offloading complex tasks to the surrogate. This helps in achieving both
tasks of using mobile devices as well as providing support for complex tasks that need
more processing power and speed, that cannot be handled by them. [19] also provides
elaborate experimentation results for offloading under specific conditions of memory and
processing limitations. This similar idea has been used in the MDE-URDS in using the
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proxy for providing different matching capabilities and offloading to a nearby proxy in
case of heavy load or multi-level matching approaches, explained in Section 3.2.1 of
Chapter 3.
[21] defines a middleware framework called MARKS that is designed for mobile
devices and it provides resource discovery, knowledge usability and self-healing.
Resource discovery in MARKS is done using the cluster based hash algorithm wherein
the devices perform a peer-to-peer discovery of services. However, the approach chosen
is not scalable and efficient for resource discovery as the main focus of the MARKS
project is dealing with Knowledge usability and self-healing aspects of mobile devices.
[22] defines a secure service discovery architecture wherein the security and privacy of
the clients is considered as an integral part of the discovery process. The user can browse
the service portal from the Web and get access to the services. These services are
prevented from attacks by malicious users by the use of the Direct Anonymous
Attestation (DAA) scheme along with the Diffie-Hellman key exchange algorithm.
Currently, MDE-URDS does not consider security and self-healing in its architecture.
The Daidalos project [23] designs, develops and validates a blueprint beyond the
3G framework and supports secure and pervasive services built on heterogeneous
network and service infrastructures for the mobile user. They have used context-aware
services in their implementation. Their main focus is on providing services rather than the
mobile devices and therefore they have not considered tackling mobility limitations of the
devices into their framework.
[24] is another work introducing a new discovery protocol that works on the pushbased and pull-based resource information dissemination that can handle the dynamicity
and the quality-of-service requirements of the software services. This framework is
designed to support survivability and information assurance by migration of components
to safe locations in case of any emergencies. Some of their principles can be incorporated
into the MDE-URDS as a future work.
Researchers have done a lot of work in Context-Aware Service Discovery with
mobile devices in the past. These context-aware architectures incorporate contextual
information include service location, QoS parameters as a part of the service description.
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They have been separated into a special group of context-aware discovery services.
Context-aware discovery approaches are similar to ontology-based architectures wherein
the former case the context is represented in an ontology. Examples of these include
architectures such as [25][26][27]. In [25], contextual information plays a major role in
selecting entities for discovery participation. In [25], the researchers have included
contextual information at different levels of Infrastructure, Application and Component
Discovery and provide its evaluation. For these service discovery layers, the contextual
information is created which is used according to the matching requirements. Typically, a
contextual schema has a user profile, personal user profile and the service profile.
Depending on the service level, this contextual information is used, e.g., a device profile
is used in infrastructure service discovery.
Another work [28] uses the contextual information mainly with respect to the QoS
parameters of the services and only those services that match the required QoS are then
selected as the most relevant results. They create application profiles that are used in
matching of the user requirements. Matching is thus with respect to only the QoS aspects
and they claim that it does not add any overhead on the device. In [27], a middleware
named AIDAS (Adaptable Intelligent Discovery of context-Aware Services) tackles the
contextual information and provides the semantic-based matchmaking between the
available and requested services. This also matches with MDE-URDS‟s idea of providing
multi-level matching, however it only deals with two-levels of match of syntax and
semantics, whereas MDE-URDS is also similar to them as it provides the type and QoS
match, but is capable of providing all five levels of matching of type, syntax, semantics,
synchronization and QoS. AIDAS also provides support for the management of ontology
repositories for the mobile devices.
Context-aware architectures that include location as the main contextual
information include [26] and [29]. The location-based architecture [26] tackles the
mobility of the devices with the help of location-based activity using scope and provides
a secure access to the devices. They use location based information using IDs as used by
people in real world and authorization information such as administrative policies defined
for certain scopes based on standards such as Geopriv [30], in addition to accepted public
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and private-key encryption. [29] provides a secure service architecture, Splendor, that
allows an access to public services by location while maintaining privacy and security of
the system. Splendor makes the use of tags that emit location information for keeping
track of the entities in the system. Security being the main concern of this architecture,
they use different authentication and communication mechanisms such as public and
symmetric key encryption and also public key certificates for two-party authentication
among services, clients and the servers. As mobile devices cannot handle the load of the
public encryption techniques effectively, they include proxies for handling of other tasks
of the mobile services, while the devices handle the authentication and authorization.
MDE-URDS does not make use of the location aware service discovery approach, but
with the help of Mobile IP principles, it can keep a track of the mobile devices on which
the components are deployed. However, the current security mechanisms in the MDEURDS are not very complex and using some of these techniques from above mentioned
location-aware systems, the MDE-URDS can be further improved as a part of the future
work.
Another example from the location-aware discovery is [31]. This architecture
describes ways of handling the discovery of resources that are constantly moving. They
use different location-aware metrics and vectors to track the moving resources and
provide with the current resources in a particular location. However, their system is less
scalable and the performance degrades due to frequent migration of resources. MDEURDS makes use of the Mobile IP principles (explained in Section 3.2.4 of Chapter 3)
and as a result, the maintenance of location-aware metrics and vectors is eliminated and
as a result the scalability of the system is better. However, frequent migration of the
resources is also a concern in the architecture as it causes an increase in the response
time.
Ontology-based matching and semantic-based discovery are also popular fields in
service discovery where the user requirements are matched with the services using a
described ontology tree. [32] defines ontology as a body of formally represented
knowledge is based on a conceptualization: the objects, concepts, and other entities that
are assumed to exist in some area of interest and the relationships that hold among them.
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A conceptualization is an abstract, simplified view of the world that we wish to represent
for some purpose. Ontology-based approaches make use of ontology for description of
services and the search takes place by traveling through this ontology tree. This ontology
is helpful for performing searches that give rise to better quality of results. [33] enhances
the Bluetooth Service discovery protocol by the inclusion of a semantic layer and
discovering services in a m-commerce scenario. The matching is performed considering
ontology-based descriptions.
Similar work is presented in [34] and [35] using ontology for the service
discovery purposes. [36][37] also describe semantic service discovery on mobile devices
using an ontology-based approach. [38] describes a global architecture for service
discovery, called GloServ, for local and wide area networks. GloServ uses the Web
Ontology Language (OWL) for automated registration and querying of services. They
create a hierarchy for the services based on ontology and the query propagation takes
place through this hierarchy. Ontology-based search can be used in the MDE-URDS by
including the ontology information into its knowledgebase, that contains matching and
system generation rules mentioned in addition. However, the maintenance of ontologybased information is difficult as it needs more memory requirement for saving this
information. Also for processing as there is a need of traversing through the ontology tree
for service matching and may lead to an unacceptable overhead in the MDE-URDS.
VOLARE [39] is a middleware that provides adaptive interfaces that match the
user requirements with the web services available and adapts the requests depending on
the surroundings (example traffic scenario). In the MDE-URDS, such a middleware
framework can be useful for making the services adaptive and saving resources when the
demand goes down or in low power mode.
Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETS) have been popular in the network domain
and there are a lot of similarities between them and the mobile devices due to the similar
characteristics they share such as limited power, mobility, and wireless connectivity.
They communicate and operate in a close setup of devices and through the different
routing protocols such as Ad-hoc On Demand Vector routing [9], Optimized Link State
Routing [10] and Dynamic Source Routing [40]. [41] proposes a scalable service
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MANET discovery by reducing traffic, distributed directory mechanisms and providing
caching mechanisms. Local discovery is followed by the collaboration of the results
leading to global service discovery. [42] also proposes a scalable service discovery
protocol for MANET called CARD (Contact- based Architecture for Resource
Discovery) which improves the scalability of the network by maintaining contacts or
group information instead of just neighbor information, improving query routing
mechanisms. [43] proposes a bandwidth preserving discovery approach for MANETS by
the use of one-dimensional structures called tracks instead of zones. [44] discusses a new
programming language called SpatialViews for resource constrained devices and ad-hoc
networks that is used for specification of virtual networks with nodes providing services.
This model uses best-effort semantics and guarantee discovery of the nodes with userdefined time constraints and quality. The MDE-URDS uses some of the principles of
MANET routing protocols of maintaining a neighbor list, and on-demand routing of
queries to neighbors, for its collaborative query processing.
From above mentioned related works, it is seen that all these architectures
typically focus on one specific aspect of the mobile devices. The MDE-URDS, on the
other hand, tackles more than one limitation (mobility, intermittent connectivity,
heterogeneity, and processing capabilities) by using widely accepted principles and
protocols, and highlighting the openness and heterogeneity that are inherent in a
distributed system. Chapter 3 describes the architecture of MDE-URDS in detail.
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CHAPTER 3. MDE-URDS DESIGN
Chapter 2 described different service discovery architectures that included the
mobile devices into their frameworks. In this chapter, the architecture of the MDE-URDS
is explained along with the associated algorithms. The MDE-URDS is designed to make
the process of discovery a seamless approach so that any device (stationary, mobile, or
resource-constrained) can be a part of the discovery framework.
Mobile devices are prevalent everywhere now and to include them in the
discovery architecture requires handling the main limitations. Mobile devices have
certain limitations compared to a resourceful device. They mainly include: Mobility,
Intermittent Connectivity, Device Limitations (Memory and Processor capabilities),
Battery Life and Heterogeneity. In this thesis, the first three limitations of mobile
devices have been addressed while proposing the architecture of the MDE-URDS.

3.1. MDE-URDS Architecture
The architecture of the MDE-URDS is an enhancement of the URDS [45]
architecture. The URDS, as indicated in the previous chapter, was designed mainly to
incorporate heterogeneity of entities and to have a proactive and hierarchical service
discovery system. The architecture along with the algorithms is explained in detail in
[45]. It is described briefly below. Figure 3.1 shows the architecture of the URDS from
[45].
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Figure 3.1 URDS Architecture

The main entities of URDS include:
1. The Internet Component Broker (ICB): It is the main building block of URDS. It is
similar to the Object Request Broker in CORBA and contains:
a. Domain Security Manager (DSM): It is responsible for maintaining a list of all
registered entities of the URDS along with their authentication credentials. All the
entities in the URDS need to authenticate themselves with the DSM before they
can perform any task (such as joining the system, and getting information about
new entities).
b. Query Manager (QM): This is responsible for querying the headhunters
(described below) for the incoming queries. It authenticates with the DSM and gets
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reference to all registered headhunters to whom it queries for the client requested
services and returns results, if any, to the clients.
c. Link Manager (LM): The LM is responsible for linking many ICBs together to
form a federation of discovery services.
d. Adapter Manager (AM): The AM deals with the heterogeneity of the entities by
providing necessary adaptive bridges.
2. Active Registries (AR): These are proactive registries are constantly seeking new
services and register these services with themselves. There can be many such registries
present in the URDS and they can also be heterogeneous.
3. Headhunter (HH): The HH is one of the most important entities of the URDS. It
performs the matching process of the query. The HHs are constantly looking for new
services across the ARs and register these services with their own local metarepository.
4. Clients: The clients of the URDS pass the user queries to the QM which then sends
back the results from the headhunters suitable for this query.
5. Services: These user-defined services, heterogeneous in nature, register themselves
with the ARs and are invoked by the clients to perform certain functions.
However, the URDS only considered the deployment of the entities on resourceful
devices. Some preliminary experiments on mobile devices were performed [44] with the
URDS, however, these devices were not considered as first-class entities in the URDS.
With an increase in the number of mobile devices used today, it is difficult to find an
application which does not use such devices. In an attempt to address this issue, the
architecture of the MDE-URDS is proposed.
For the URDS to include mobile devices some architectural changes are needed.
First, similar to the FRODO [16] approach, the resources are divided into two categories:
resourceful and resource-constrained. A mapping scheme is identified that is based on the
functionality of each URDS entity and associated empirical evaluations necessary for
placing the URDS entities into these two types of resources. Table 3.1 indicates the result
of the mapping process.
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Table 3.1 Mapping of URDS Entities on the different
categories of devices
URDS Entity

Resourceful

Resource-

device

constrained
device

Domain Security

Yes

No

Query Manager

Yes

Yes

Link Manager

Yes

No

Adapter Manager

Yes

No

Headhunter

Yes

Yes

Active Registries

Yes

Yes

Clients

Yes

Yes

Manager

In this thesis, among the URDS entities, mainly the mobility of the headhunters
and clients is addressed. The mapping provided the basis for porting the selected entities
of the URDS onto the mobile devices. As decided from the mapping, the headhunters and
clients were deployed on the mobile devices.
Based on the above mapping schemes, the URDS architecture was modified to
include the mobile headhunters and clients. Even, services on mobile devices could be a
part of the architecture; however, as the services need to be active all the time, it was
decided for them to be deployed on resourceful devices. The modified architecture is
shown in Figure 3.2 and serves as the starting point for developing the comprehensive
architecture of the MDE-URDS.
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Figure 3.2 Basic MDE-URDS Architecture
The process of discovery in the MDE-URDS is similar to the URDS, however, as
mobile devices are considered; the underlying algorithms vary to some extent. The
algorithms for various entities in the basic MDE-URDS architecture (Figure 3.2) are
discussed below.
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3.1.1. Headhunter
The following are the algorithms for the headhunter start, migration and query
execution functions.

a. HH Start
START.
//HH REGISTERS AS A RMI ENTITY WITH A SPECIFIC NAME WITH
THE RMI ENTITY IN THE DEVICE (DESKTOP OR PDA).
Naming.bind (name, IP);
//JINI LOOKUP AND GET ACTIVE REGISTRIES CONTACT //FROM
JINI.
lookup = new LookupLocator("jini://jinihost");
Jiniregistrar = lookup.getRegistrar( );
componentListObject = Jiniregistrar.lookup(template).
//UPDATE ITS META-REPOSITORY BY CONTACTING THE //ACTIVE
REGISTRIES.
contractList = componentListObject.getContractList();
END.

b. HH Query Execution
START.
//HH RECEIVES QUERY
hh.receive (query, timestamp).
//EXECUTE THE QUERY
results = hh.executeQuery( ) ;
//PERFORM TYPE MATCHING AS
if(query.componentname =contract.name)
results.add(contract);
if (results not NULL)
return results.
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else
return "No Components Found"
END.

3.1.2. Query Manager
The following Section explains algorithms for various QM functions.

a. Query Manager Start
START.
//REGISTER WITH RMI REGISTRY
Naming.bind(“QueryManager”,this);
//SET THE QUERY QUEUES AND HHLISTS.
setqueryList( );
setHHlist( );
//CONTACT DSM TO OBTAIN ALL REGISTERED HH REF LIST FROM
//DSM.
dsm. getDSMHHRef( );
END.

b. Query Processing
START.
//PLACE NEW QUERY IN THE QUERY QUEUE.
recieveQuery(query,timestamp);
qList[curr]=query;
//SELECT THE NEW QUERY FROM THE QUEUE, SPAWN A NEW
//THREAD.
HH SELECT: SEE HH-SELECT ALGORITHM
RunQuery run=new RunQuery( );
run.setParameters(hhRef,timestamp);
run.start( );
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//Thread processing:
results= hh.executeQuery ();
//send results to QueryManager
receiveResults(results,ID);
//Calculate time taken
time taken = System.currentTimeInMillis( )- qtimestamp;
return results.
END.

c. Query Manager Refresh
START.
//CONTACT DSM TO UPDATE HHREFLIST FROM DSM.
dsmControl.getDSMHHRef( );
//RESET THE QUEUE.
setqList( );
END.

3.1.3. DSM
The following algorithms explain various functions of the DSM.
a. DSM Start
START.
Naming.bind("DSM", testdsm);
//INITIALIZE THE DSM LISTS FOR HHS
testdsm.sethhList( );
//WAIT FOR NEW ENTITIES TO REGISTER.(EVENT DRIVEN
//APPROACH)
END.
b. DSM HH Register
START
//REGISTER THE NEW HH
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//If any entry matches with the new registrant i.e.
if (DSMList[i].name = = new registrant.name AND DSMList[i].IP = =
registrant.IP)

//Already Registered

status = true. //make status true as HH is now active
else
//add new HH to the list
DSMList[i].HHName= HHName.
DSMList[i].HHIP= HHIP.
status = true.
END.

c. DSM givRef() to QueryManager
START.
//SEND THE DSM HHREFLIST TO THE QUERYMANAGER
return DSMHHList[ ];
END.

d. DSM Deregister
START.
//CHECK IF ENTITY(HH) IS ALREADY REGSITERED OR NOT
if(DSMList[i].HHIP = = HHIP AND DSMList[i].HHName = = HHName)
DSMList[i].status = false.
else
return "Not Registered"
END.
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e. DSM Authenticate( )
START.
//CHECK IF ENTITY(HH) IS ALREADY REGSITERED OR NOT
if (regName[i] = NAME AND regIP[I] == IP AND
regPass=password)
//AUTHENTICATE
END.

3.1.4. Active Registries (AR)
Algorithms to achieve various tasks of the ARs are described below.

a. AR Start
START.
//AR REGISTERCOMPONENTS
//find jini instances running
ServiceRegistrar[] registrars = evt.getRegistrars();
registrar = registrar[n];
//register the components with Jini.
reg = registrar.register(item, Lease.FOREVER);
END.

3.1.5. Link Manager
The algorithms for the Link Manager are taken from the URDS [45] and are
unchanged in the MDE-URDS.

3.1.6. Adapter Manager
The algorithms for the Adapter Manager are taken from the URDS [45] and are
unchanged in the MDE-URDS.
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The further Sections explain the different enhanced architectures of MDE-URDS.
Chapter 4 describes the different experiments performed along with their results on the
MDE-URDS architecture described above and its further enhanced architectures.

3.2. Enhancing the MDE-URDS Architecture
The basic MDE-URDS architecture (Figure 3.2) contains mobile devices that host
headhunters and clients. This basic architecture is further refined to incorporate various
features (e.g., multi-level matching) in it. These enhancements are described in the
following sections.

3.2.1. MDE-URDS with Multi-level Matching (MLM)
Typically in service discovery approaches, only type level matching is performed.
The URDS [45] has also suggested multi-level matching (MLM) [11] for obtaining better
quality of the results. In the MDE-URDS, the MLM consists of five levels of Type,
Syntax, Semantics, Synchronization and QoS. Also, at every level, the matching operators
can be exact or relaxed. With respect to the MDE-URDS, the exact and relaxed match
semantics for different types of match are defined as.
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Table 3.2 Exact and relaxed match Operators
Level

Exact

Relaxed

Type

Synonym (Exact)

Inheritance (Relaxed)
Coercion (Relaxed)

Syntax

Synonym (Exact)

Inheritance (Relaxed)
Coercion (Relaxed)
Default Parameters
(Relaxed)
Parameter Order
(Relaxed)

Semantics

Equivalence (Exact)

Implication (Relaxed)
Reverse Implication
(Relaxed)

Synchronization

Exact values

Compatibility

QoS

Exact values for

Comparability

attributes.

The quality metrics used are the precision and recall [48] of the results. Precision is
the total number of relevant services retrieved by a search to the total number of services
retrieved by the search. Recall is the number of relevant services retrieved to the total
number of relevant services present in the system.
It is seen from the results (explained in Section 4.2.1 of Chapter 4) that the
precision of the results becomes better when MLM is used. In order to incorporate MLM
in the HHs of MDE-URDS, following modifications are needed.
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3.2.1.1. Headhunter MLM executeQuery( )
START
//HH RECEIVES QUERY
receive (query, timestamp).
// IFMLM QUERY
//PERFORM MLM MATCHING
//PERFORM TYPE MATCHING
if(query.componentname =contract.name)
resultsList.add(contract);
if (syntax matching enabled)
//PERFORM SYNTAX MATCHING AS
if(query.functionname=contract.functionname AND
query.parameters=contract.parameters AND
query.returntype=contract.parameters)
if (semantics matching enabled)
//PERFORM SEMANTICS MATCHING BY
//CALLING THEOREMPROVER.
if (QoS matching enabled)
//PERFORM QOS MATCHING
do for all attributes
if(contract.QoSval=query.QoSval)
QoSresultsList.append(contract)
//RETURN RESULTS DEPENDING ON QUERY MATCH LEVEL.
return resultList.
END.
However for the MDE-URDS to include multi-level matching, the HHs require the
incorporation of a new entity called the HeadhunterProxy (HHProxy) for each HH. This is
because the mobile HHs cannot handle the MLM processing due to the limited processing
and memory capability of the mobile devices. Also, these multi-level specifications of
services are written in XML and the mobile devices cannot process them due to their
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JVM-related limitations. The MDE-URDS architecture therefore needs to be altered so as
to include the proxies for the HHs supporting multi-level matching. However, not all HHs
may support MLM in the architecture; as a result there are heterogeneous HHs in the
system. Hence, the MDE-URDS architecture is now modified as follows:
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Figure 3.3 Use of proxy and Query Propagation of multi-level queries in
MDE-URDS
A typical multi-level query processing scenario is depicted in Figure 3.3. The HH
on checking if the query requires MLM, passes the query to its proxy who then handles it,
evaluates it and sends back the results. This change requires the following modified
algorithms for mobile HHs – these modifications are indicated in boldface. A new entity
called as HHProxy is introduced and its algorithms are also described below.
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3.2.1.2. HH Start
START.
//HH REGISTER AS A RMI ENTITY WITH A SPECIFIC NAME //WITH THE RMI
ENTITY IN THE DEVICE (DESKTOP OR PDA).
Naming.bind (name, IP);
//JINI LOOKUP AND GET ACTIVE REGISTRIES CONTACT //FROM JINI.
lookup = new LookupLocator("jini://jinihost");
Jiniregistrar = lookup.getRegistrar( );
componentListObject =Jiniregistrar.lookup(template).
//UPDATE ITS META-REPOSITORY BY CONTACTING THE //ACTIVE
REGISTRIES.
//HH invokes its Proxy to initialize itself.
contractList = componentListObject.getContractList2( );
hhProxy.initializeProxy();
END.
3.2.1.3. HH Query Execution
START.
//HH RECEIVES QUERY
receive (query, timestamp).
//IF QUERY IS NOT A MLM QUERY
if(query.matchlevel = = 0)
results=hh.executeQuery( ) ;
else
//pass the query to its Proxy
results= hhProxy.executeQuery(query, timestamp)
if (results not NULL)
return results.
else
return "No Components Found".
END.
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3.2.1.4. HeadhunterProxy
Headhunter proxy is an entity for every headhunter required for it to give the
multi-level matching capability. It is with the proxy that the headhunter can perform
multi-level matching. It functions similar to a stationary headhunter for the matching
process. The following algorithms are for proxy start, initialize and execute query.

a. HHProxy start
START
// REGISTER.
Naming.bind(“HHProxy”,this);
END.

b. Initialize Proxy
START
//FIND THE ACTIVE REGISTRIES USING JINI.
registrar =lookup.getRegistar( );
componentListObject = registrar.lookup(template);
//UPDATE THE REPOSITORY BY PARSING THE MLM //SPECIFICATIONS OF
THE CONTRACTS.
contractList = componentListObject.getContractList();
END.

c. HHProxy executeQuery( )
START.
//PROXY RECEIVES QUERY
hhProxy.receive (query, timestamp).
//EXECUTE QUERY (SAME AS HH MLM EXECUTEQUERY).
//RETURN RESULTS TO HH.
return resultList.
END.
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3.2.2. MDE-URDS Incorporating Caching and Buffering mechanisms
The previous architecture of the MDE-URDS (Figure 3.3) does handle the inability
of processing XML of the JVM of mobile devices well; and provides support of MLM in
the MDE-URDS. However, the response time increases (as indicated in the next chapter)
due to the additional level of indirection of queries to the proxy. In order to reduce this
overhead, other architectural changes such as caching or buffering of results are used. As a
result, every headhunter now needs the presence of a buffer to cache the results of
previous queries. Least Recently Used (LRU) policy is used for maintaining the buffer
queues. The hit/ miss ratio is also a point of consideration to check the quality of results
obtained.
The architecture is thus modified and the query processing is as in Figure 3.4.
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Manager

Results

Faster Results
(caching)

Client 1

Client 2

Cached
Results
HHProxy
HHProxy

HH Metarepository

HH Metarepository
HH Cache

HH with
no caching

Figure 3.4 Query Propagation of multi-level queries in MDEURDS using caching
Accordingly, the modified algorithm for query processing of a mobile headhunter
is as follows.
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3.2.2.1. HH Query Execution
START
//HH RECEIVES QUERY
receive (query, timestamp).
//IF QUERY RESULTS PRESENT IN BUFFER LIST
if( bufferList[].contains(query.componentName))
results = bufferlist[curr].
else
//IF QUERY IS NOT A MLM QUERY
if(query.matchlevel = = 0)
results=hh.executeQuery( ) ;
else
//pass the query to its Proxy
results= hhProxy.executeQuery(query, timestamp)
if (results not NULL) //add to Buffer List for further queries.
if(bufferList NOT Full and bufferList ! contains results)
bufferList.add(results);
return results.
else
return "No Components Found"
END.
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3.2.3. MDE-URDS with different querying methods
The QM can follow different methods for selecting HHs for propagating incoming
queries. The MDE-URDS supports three such methods of query propagation which are as
follows:
a. Selective(domain specific) Search
b. Exhaustive Search
c. Random selection of HHs (random 3)
The main aim in all these approaches is to maximize one goal while compromising
on the others (i.e. time vs quality of results).


Selective (Domain Specific HHs): In this case, a domain-specific HH is contacted
depending on the nature of the query. This is neither too time intensive nor does it
suffer from poor quality. As the HH specializes in the domain whose service is
needed by the query, the quality of the results is better. This is a good approach
when the results are required within a given time bound.



Exhaustive: This approach is an effort of delivering the best service to the user.
So, the system queries all the HHs available and fetches the results. This improves
the quality of results (i.e., recall) and gives the user a lot of choices for his query
which was not the case in the selective search approach. However, this approach is
time intensive and so; it is used when the results are not needed in a given time
frame.



Random HHs: This approach does not use any heuristics while contacting HHs. It
queries random 3 HHs for processing the query.
These three schemes are shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6.
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Hence, the algorithms for query processing are suitably changed for incorporating
these schemes and are described below.
3.2.3.1. Query Manager:Query Processing
START
//PLACE NEW QUERY IN THE QUEUE.
recieveQuery(query,timestamp);
qList[curr]=query;
//SELECT THE NEW QUERY FROM THE QUEUE, SPAWN A NEW THREAD
RunQuery run=new RunQuery( );
//SELECT A HH (BASED ON THE SCHEME USED) SEE //HEADHUNTERSELECT ALGORITHM.
run.setParameters(hhRef,timestamp);
run.start( );
Thread processing:
results= hh.executeQuery ( );
//send results to QueryManager
QM.receiveResults(results,ID);
//Calculate time taken
time taken = System.currentTimeInMillis( )- qtimestamp;
return results.
END.

3.2.3.2. Headhunter-Select Algorithm
START
//QM DECIDES A SCHEME PROVIDED BY THE SYSTEM USER.
//CHECK THE SCHEME CHOSEN
if (Selective scheme)
//Pick a random HH from the available list of HHs //obtained from the
DSM.
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r = random.nextInt(hhCount).
HHIP= DSMList[r].HHIP
if(Exhaustive Search)
while(hhcount ! = 0)
HHIPList[hhcount] = DSMList[hhcount];
if(Domain Specific)
//QM passes the query to the headhunter such that
if(query.componentName IS A PART of hh.domain )
HHIP = hhIP;
if (Random Search)
//QM passes query to random 3 HHs.
while( i <3)
r = random.nextInt(hhCount).
HHIP= DSMList[r].HHIP.
return HHIP[ ];
END.

3.2.4. MDE-URDS with Mobile IP (Incorporation of Mobility)
In the MDE-URDS, as mobile devices traverse from one location to another, their
intermittent connectivity poses a challenge that needs to be addressed. To handle the
mobility and network connectivity of these devices and to provide a transparent access to
them whenever needed, the principles of Mobile IP [8] are used in the MDE-URDS.
Using Mobile IP, every HH in MDE-URDS has a home world, where it starts and
registers with an agent called as “Home Agent” which is responsible for forwarding the
queries to it appropriately. There is also a “Foreign World” that is an external
world(domain) where the HHs can migrate to and register with an entity called as
“Foreign Agent” which is responsible for appropriately routing of queries to the HHs from
their respective Home Agents.
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The query propagation with Mobile IP in MDE-URDS takes place as follows:


If the mobile HH is in its home world, then the query is sent directly to it,



When the mobile HH is in any foreign world, then the query is routed from its
Home Agent to its Foreign Agent and then to the mobile headhunter.
Also, the problem of intermittent connectivity is solved by the node‟s Home

Agent, which can buffer the queries or pass it on to its neighbors, depending upon the
client‟s requirements, when the mobile device is not accessible. Experiments dealing with
the performance of Mobile IP implementation can have different scenarios for propagating
queries to the mobile headhunters such as: when headhunters are in their home world,
when the headhunters are connected to an external foreign world, when the headhunters
are not connected to any world or are in transit. The results related to these experiments
are explained in Chapter 4.
With the inclusion of Home and Foreign Agents, the MDE-URDS architecture is
modified as shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7 MDE-URDS architecture with Mobile IP implementation

The modified algorithms for the HH, QM, and DSM are shown below along with
algorithms for the Foreign Agent and Home Agent.

3.2.4.1. HH Start with Headhunter Migration: Mobility of headhunters
START.
//HOMEAGENT LOOKUP AND REGISTER
Naming.lookup("//"+homeAgentIP+"/HomeAgent");
haControl.registerMobileNodes(myName, IP);
//JINI LOOKUP AND GET ACTIVE REGISTRIES CONTACT FROM JINI.
//UPDATE ITS META-REPOSITORY BY CONTACTING THE ACTIVE
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REGISTRIES AND INITIALIZE PROXY
//DO THE FOLLOWING
if (HH wants to move to other Domain and already registered)
//deregister with Foreign Agent.
faControl.deregisterMobileNodes(myName,IP);
else
//inform Home Agent
haControl.setMobileNodeStatus(1,myName,IP);
//register with new Foreign Agent.
faControl.registerMobileNodes(myName,IP,homeAgentIP;
//call to Foreign Agent to inform Home Agent.
faControl.informHA( );
WHILE (REPLY=="YES");
END.

3.2.4.2. Query Manager: Query Processing
START
//PLACE NEW QUERY IN THE QUEUE.
//SELECT THE NEW QUERY FROM THE QUEUE, SPAWN A NEW THREAD
SELECT A HH (BASED ON THE SCHEME USED) SEE HEADHUNTERSELECT ALGORITHM.
Thread processing:
//Pass the query to the HH's Home Agent by
results = haControl.returnResults ( );
return results.
END.

3.2.4.3. DSM HH Register
START.
//If any entry matches with the new registrant entity i.e.
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if (DSMList[i].name = new registrant.name AND DSMList[i].IP = =
registrant.IP)
else
//ADD NEW HH TO THE LIST WITH HOMEAGENT DETAILS
DSMList[new]=hhDetails.
END.

3.2.4.4. DSM getHAIP, HHIP, HHName, HAName
START.
//CHECK IF HH REGISTEREDOR NOT
if( DSMList[i].HHIP = = HHIP AND DSMList[i].HHName = = HHName)
return the suitable name or IP.
else
return false;
END.

3.2.4.5. Home Agent
Home Agent is the entity that is present one for every headhunter. It keeps a track
of the headhunter location in any domain it registers to. Thus, algorithms such as register
headhunters, update headhunter location and query passing is a part of the HomeAgent
functioning.

a. HomeAgent start
START.
Naming.bind(“HomeAgent”, this);
//WAIT FOR ENTITIES TO REGISTER(EVENT DRIVEN).
END.
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b. HomeAgent Register
START.
//ADD THE MOBILE ENTITY AS ITS REGISTERED MOBILE DEVICE
HHname= mobilenodename;
HHIP=mobilenodeIP;
//TAKE ITS REFERENCE FOR QUERYING
HHRef = mobilenodeRef
END.

c. HomeAgent UpdateMobilenodestatus
START.
//UPDATE THE NEW IP AND FOREIGN ADDRESS
if (HHname= mobilenodename AND HHIP=mobilenodeIP)
HHIP= newIP ;
FAIP = foreignIP;
END.

d. Home Agent passQuerytoHH
START.
//RECEIVE QUERY FROM QM
receiveQuery(query, timestamp);
//CHECK MOBILE NODE STATUS
if(status= =0)
//pass query directly to the HH
results = hh.executeQuery( );
else if (status= =1) //registered with a foreign agent.
//pass query to the FA
results = faControl.receiveResults(query, timestamp);
else
//default store the pending queries in the pending query list.
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pqList[i]=query;
//RETURN RESULTS TO THE QM.
return results;
END.

3.2.4.6. Foreign Agent
Foreign Agent provides a way for headhunters to register with a foreign world and
route their queries appropriately. The algorithms described are for FA start, register and
pass query to headhunter.
a. Foreign Agent Start
START.
//FOREIGN AGENT REGISTERS WITH THE DSM.
Naming.bind(“ForeignAgent”, this);
//INITIALIZE ITS MOBILENODE LIST AND WAIT FOR NODES TO
//REGISTER(EVENT DRIVEN).
setMNVariables( );
END.

b. Foreign Agent register
START.
//CHECK AND REGISTER THE HH.
if (hhList[].IP ! = hhIP AND hhList[].name ! = hhName)
//then add the HH to the list
hhList[i].IP = HHIP,
hhList[i].name = HHName
END.
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c. Foreign Agent passQuery
START.
//CHECK IF REGISTERED AND PASS QUERY
if (HH registered)
//pass query to the HH
results= HH.executeQuery( )
//RETURN RESULTS TO THE HOMEAGENT.
return results.
END.

For the mobile HHs, there are scenarios of pending queries when the headhunters
are not registered (in transit). As a result, waiting for the headhunter (solution 1) or
querying other headhunters (solution 2) also impacts the architecture. For the first case
there is wait time (in case of quality aware query, where it wants to wait for that particular
headhunter for some specific services, domain specific headhunters are a good example of
this), whereas in the second case there is no wait time associated, but may not guarantee
quality.
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Figure 3.8 Query propagation in Mobile IP scenario, headhunters in transit
In Figure 3.8, two different approaches to query propagation are seen – when
headhunter is in transit, the query manager decides to send the query to another
headhunter or decides to wait for the respective headhunter to connect back and query it
later. In both the approaches, the response time and the quality of the results vary and so
the selection of the approach must be according to the application. This is more detailed in
Chapter 4.
The query processing algorithms accordingly vary as shown below.
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3.2.4.7. Query Manager: Query Processing for headhunters in transit (Solution 1)
START.
//PLACE NEW QUERY IN THE QUEUE.
//SELECT THE NEW QUERY FROM THE QUEUE, SPAWN A NEW THREAD
//SELECT A HH BASED ON THE RANDOM SCHEME
Thread processing:
//Pass the query to the HH's Home Agent by
results= haControl.returnResults ( );
return results.
//IF HH IS UNAVAILABLE
if (hhstatus= = false)//HH status is false, buffer the queries in a pending
query list.
pqList [ count++] = query.
return false.
END.

3.2.4.8. Query Manager: Query Processing for headhunters in transit (Solution 2)
START.
//PLACE NEW QUERY IN THE QUEUE.
//SELECT THE NEW QUERY FROM THE QUEUE, SPAWN A NEW THREAD
//SELECT A HH BASED ON THE RANDOM SCHEME
Thread processing:
//Pass the query to the HH's Home Agent by
results= haControl.returnResults ( );
//IF HH IS UNAVAILABLE
if (hhstatus= = false) //HH status is false, query another
headhunter.
//SELECT ANOTHER HH BASED ON THE RANDOM SCHEME
Thread processing:
//Pass the query to the HH's Home Agent by
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results= haControl.returnResults ( );
return results.
END.

3.2.5. MDE-URDS with Collaborative Approaches
(Incorporation of Collaborative Approaches)
In the above architectures (Figures 3.2 to 3.8), the query manager is responsible for
propagating the queries to the respective headhunters. In order to avoid the query manager
from being the bottleneck for query processing, the task of selecting headhunters for
handling the queries can be assigned to the headhunters by propagating them among its
neighbors. Also, every headhunter has a set of services registered with it. Getting response
from a single headhunter for a query makes the resultant set often limited and may not
provide the most relevant services for a query. In order to tackle this drawback, concepts
from the domain of Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks are employed in the MDE-URDS. Mobile
Ad-Hoc Networks (MANET) is a self-configuring mesh network where the individual
mobile nodes (sensors) are connected by wireless links and coordinate with its neighbors
for a particular task. There are different routing protocols used by the nodes that take the
reactive as well as proactive approach of maintaining routing information. Amongst them,
Ad-hoc On Demand Vector (AODV) Routing [9] and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)
[40] are reactive MANET protocols where the nodes maintain each other‟s information;
however the path of communication is decided when needed. When information has to be
passed to a node, the sender node decides a path looking at its routing table and sends the
information. This path can be decided by the sender node itself (as in DSR) or it can
change at the intermediate nodes depending on the availability of the nodes (as in AODV).
For the proactive approach, the On-Demand Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol is used
wherein any change in the routing table is propagated to every node and they change their
routing entries to suit the changes.
In order to incorporate the principles of these protocols, a topology of headhunters
was created, which was that of an irregular graph of the headhunters. For every headhunter
in the graph, the headhunters that are connected to it by a direct link are called its
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neighbors. As a result, in the MDE-URDS, every headhunter maintains its neighboring
HH information and propagates the query to its neighbors when needed. They propagate
the messages to its neighbors depending on whether suitable results were achieved or not.
It, however, maintains neighbor‟s information and uses that to send it across and does not
depend upon the other intermediate nodes for determining the next path, similar to the
DSR protocol. It is still reactive as the information may not be up-to-date.
However, unlike multi-hop paths used in MANETs, only one-hop paths, i.e., the
HHs pass the queries only to its immediate neighbors are used in this approach due to time
limitations. This also helps to reduce consumption of power and communication in case of
mobile devices. The three MANET protocols mentioned above are selected and their
principles are adapted and incorporated in the MDE-URDS for the collaboration among
HHs. These three collaborative approaches are: “I do it”, “We do it”, and “You do it”.
“I do it” approach is similar to querying a single headhunter and the headhunter
does not involve results from other headhunters. This cannot be actually termed as a
collaborative approach but since the headhunter decides on the query processing approach,
instead of the query manager, this experiment is included in this category. For this
approach, the HHs are queried individually and they do not propagate the queries to any
other headhunters, unless they have no results to a query or is busy with other queries. The
algorithm for “I do it” approach is as follows:
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3.2.5.1. HH Query Execution: No Collaboration (I do it)
START.
//HH RECEIVES QUERY
hh.receive (ContractQueryImpl query, long timestamp).
//EXECUTE THE QUERY
results = hh.executeQuery( ) ;
if (results not NULL)
return results.
else
//else pass it to its neighbor.
return hhNeighbor[i].executeQuery( );
END.
“We do it” approach includes results from the queried headhunter and its
neighbors. In this, the headhunters collaborate their results to obtain better recall for a
query. These techniques are useful when the HH graph is not fully connected and there is
a need to improve the quality of results of the system. The two approaches used here from
the MANET domain- the reactive and the proactive approach using the AODV and OLSR
protocols respectively. Similar to the protocols, HHs maintain neighbor information and
propagate the queries to them for collaborative responses.
In MDE-URDS, the headhunters when moving to a foreign domain update their
current location information to its neighbors and as a result the headhunters always have
the updated information about neighboring headhunters. As only one-hop paths are
considered, the updated information is propagated only to immediate neighbors.
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Figure 3.9 Collaborative approach: We do it using AODV and OLSR protocol
In Figure 3.9, the “We do it” approach is depicted. Here, the query 1 is routed to
the HH1, which then passes it to its neighbors, HH2 and HH3. However, by using the
OLSR protocol, the HH3 sends message to its neighbors indicating it is moving to another
domain and as a result, the results sent back that is a combination of results from HH1 and
HH2, not HH3. Similarly for query 2, HH2 is selected by the query manager; HH2 passes
the query to its neighbors, HH5 and HH1 and sends back the combined results back to the
query manager.
The algorithms for query processing at HH are as follows.
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3.2.5.2. HH Query Execution: Collaboration (We do it)
START.
HH RECEIVES QUERY
hh.receive (ContractQueryImpl query, long timestamp).
//DEPEND ING ON LEVEL OF QUERY, EXECUTE OR PASS TO PROXY.
//PASS QUERY TO OTHER HHS IN ITS NEIGHBORS LIST CALL
while(i!=hhNeighborCount )
results=HHneighbour[i++].executeQuery(query).
// Combine all the results its result list.
resultList.append(results);
return resultList.
END.
The “You do it” approach includes delegation of the query processing from the
queried headhunter to its neighbors as shown in Figure 3.10. When a headhunter is busy, it
passes the query to its neighbors and sends back the response. The response does not
include the queried headhunter‟s results.
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Figure 3.10 Collaborative approach: You do it
3.2.5.3. HH Query Execution: Collaboration (You do it approach)
START.
HH RECEIVES QUERY
hh.receive (ContractQueryImpl query, long timestamp).
IF HH IS BUSY WITH QUERIES OR QUERY IS DS AND HH HAS NO ANSWER
if(hhstatus=busy )
//pass query to other HHs in its neighbors list call
while(hhNeighborCount ! = 0)
results=HHneighbour[hhNeighborCount - ].executeQuery(query).
// Combine all the results its result list.
resultList.append(results);
return resultList.
END.
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The results from these searches are included in Chapter 4 in detail. Thus, the
collaborative approaches are a way to improve the quality of the results and are reliable as
they are based on the widely accepted MANET protocols.
Thus, the final MDE-URDS architecture which contains all these enhancements is
shown in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11 Enhanced MDE-URDS Architecture
This final architecture includes Mobile IP for handling the intermittent
connectivity and mobility, HHProxies for helping in offloading of MLM queries, HH
caches for buffering of results and different query processing mechanisms of selective,
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random and domain specific querying. The HHs shown are heterogeneous where some are
mobile, some stationary, some handling MLM using a proxy, some using collaborative
approaches for query processing.
Chapter 4 describes the empirical validation carried out with each version of the
MDE-URDS architecture (Figures 3.2 to 3.11) along with the suggestions for future
enhancements.
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CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENTATION AND VALIDATION
This chapter describes an empirical validation of various MDE-URDS
architectures that were presented in Chapter 3.
The experimentation setup was as follows- the mobile devices used were Pharos
Traveler GPS 525 PDAs running Windows Mobile 5 operating system and twelve
desktop machines that use Windows XP operating system. The wireless connectivity was
provided by the different wireless networks on campus and also by a private access point
for a controlled experimental setup, whereas the desktop machines are connected by a
local area network (LAN). The entire MDE-URDS implementation is created using Java
RMI, and J9 JVM [49] is used for running the Java classes on the Pharos PDAs. Services
from the publically available QWS dataset [50] were used in the experiments. The current
version of the QWS dataset consists of around 5,000 Web services, out of which 365 are
made available for public usages. Each service contains nine QoS attributes (throughput,
reliability, response time) measured using commercial benchmark tools. A few services
from these were selected and their multi-level specifications, consisting of type, syntax,
semantics, and QoS levels, were manually created. The synchronization level was not
used in the matching process of the MDE-URDS as the synchronization contracts for
these services could not be created due to the unavailability of their source code. An
example of multi-level specification for a service is shown in the Figure 4.1.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<proURDSContract name=FastWeather" type="Weather">
<ComponentAttributes>
<property name="DomainName" value="weather"/>
<property name="SystemName" value="DOTSFastWeather"/>
<property name="Discription" value="For more information on our
web services, visit us"/>
<property name="auther" value="www.serviceobjects.com"/>
</ComponentAttributes>
<ComputationalAttributes>
<InherentAttributes>
</InherentAttributes>
<FunctionalAttributes>
<SyntaxAttributes>
<ContractAttributes>
<Contract>
<property name="methodName"
value="GetWeatherByZip"/>
<property name="ret_Weather"
value="string"/>
<property name="param_postalcode"
value="string"/>
</Contract>
<Contract>
<property name="methodName"
value="GetWeatherByCityState"/>
<property name="ret_Weather" value="string"/>
<property name="param_state" value="string"/>
</Contract>
</ContractAttributes>
</SyntaxAttributes>
<SemanticAttributes>
<PreConditon>
</PreConditon>
<PostCondition>
</PostCondition>
</SemanticAttributes>
</FunctionalAttributes>
</ComputationalAttributes>
<QOSAttributes>
<property name="Availability" scale="percentage" value="94"/>
<property name="Reliability" scale="percentage" value="96"/>
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
<property name="Security" scale="percentage" value="99"/>
</QOSAttributes>
<SynchronizationAttributes>
<property name="N/A" value="N/A"/>
</SynchronizationAttributes>
<CooperationAttributes>
<property name="N/A" value="N/A"/>
</CooperationAttributes>
<DeploymentAttributes>
<property name="N/A" value="N/A"/>
</DeploymentAttributes>
<AuxillaryAttributes>
<property name="N/A" value="N/A"/>
</AuxillaryAttributes>
</proURDSContract>

Figure 4.1 Multi-level XML Specification of a Service
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Figure 4.1 shows the multi-level specification of a Weather Service. As described
in Chapter 3, the MLM description consists of four levels- Syntax, Semantics,
Synchronization and Quality of Service (QoS). The above description includes the
general service attributes (short description, version, etc.) and also the four levels of
Syntax (that include its methods, method parameter types, method return types),
Semantics (the preconditions, post conditions of the methods), Synchronization (use of
synchronization methods, etc.), and the Quality of Service (QoS) attributes (Reliability,
Availability, etc.) for the Weather Service.
In Chapter 3, various versions of the MDE-URDS architecture, from basic to the
final, were described. Each of these versions was experimented with as described in
following sections.

4.1. Study of performance of the basic architecture of the MDE-URDS
This category of experiments is carried out on the basic architecture of MDEURDS which includes the HHs deployed on mobile devices supporting basic type
matching. It is described in Section 3.2.1, Figure 4.2. The purpose of this set of
experiments was to check how the mobile headhunters of MDE-URDS fare with respect
to the stationary headhunters in terms of response time and the quality of results obtained.
The stationary headhunters that are used for comparison are similar to the ones of the
URDS architecture (MDE-URDS being an extension of URDS) and have already been
tested for performance in terms of response time and the quality of results against the
publicly available jUDDI [51] in [52]. It shows that these stationary HHs fare well when
compared with the matching semantics of the jUDDI, in terms of both response time and
the quality of results.
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The following configuration is used for the set of experiments (4.1.1- 4.1.4).


Number of components: 100, 10/HH.



Matching used: Type matching.



Distribution of Components: Random.



Number of HHs: 20, 10 S-HHs and 10 M-HHs.

In this category of experiments, the response time for every query is an average
over 10 readings.

4.1.1. To study the performance of the mobile headhunters in comparison to
stationary headhunters with respect to average response time
This experiment was carried out to compare the response time taken by the
stationary headhunters and the mobile headhunters of the MDE-URDS architecture. This
response time and also the quality of the results is necessary for the system developer
who composes the system from the discovered services and needs to adhere to the timing
restrictions. Also, for applications that are time critical, such as real-time tracking, these
response time will determine if mobile headhunters would be suitable for such
applications.
This experiment is carried out by querying the mobile and stationary headhunters
for a random set of queries for observing the difference in their response times.
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Figure 4.2 Average time taken by Mobile Headhunters vs Stationary Headhunters

The above graph (Figure 4.2) shows the average response time of the MDEURDS for a given set of queries from mobile headhunters (M-HH), stationary
headhunters (S-HH) and a randomly (Random) chosen headhunter. The average time
taken by a mobile headhunter is around 700 ms whereas that taken by a stationary
headhunter is 32 ms. The random selection of headhunters, gives an average response
time of 350 ms.
The average time taken by mobile headhunters is more due to factors such as the
involved wireless communication and the processing capacity of the mobile device
(PDA). However, the graph for M-HHs does not show any predictable trends due to the
fluctuating nature of wireless connectivity. This observation is reinforced by the ping
experiment with these PDAs as shown in Figure 4.3.
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4.1.2. Calculation of individual times
The previous experiment showed that the response time of mobile headhunters is
significantly higher than that of stationary headhunters. The purpose of this experiment
was to identify the precise reason for this high response time of the mobile headhunters
by breaking down their total time into individual parts required for processing a query.
This would be helpful in improving the response time by exploring the opportunity of
minimizing any of the individual times.
On analysis of the response time for the mobile headhunter, it was seen that the
total time was divided into two main parts of: End-to-End Response Time and Processing
Time.


End-to-End Communication Time: This is the time taken for making a remote
call to the headhunter and getting back the results from it.
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Processing time: This is the actual time taken by a headhunter for processing a
query, from the time it arrives to the time it obtains the results for the query.

These time calculations were under consideration of a single query response.
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Figure 4.4 Division of response time for mobile and stationary HHs

Figure 4.4 show that the RMI calls dominate the time taken by the mobile HHs.
This is again because of the wireless calls and the limited processing power of the PDA
that makes the processing in the device to take more time than a stationary headhunter
deployed on a resourceful device.

4.1.3. Studying the wait time for the headhunters
In the Section 4.1.2, the individual time taken by a headhunter was evaluated.
However, when several queries are sent to the headhunter at a time, the wait time also
plays a significant role in the overall response time. Wait Time calculation was also done
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for a selected number of queries (here 10) sent at a time to a headhunter. Wait time
calculation is important for improvement in response time. If the wait time for a query
exceeds more than a threshold value (decided by the application), then other techniques
such as passing of queries to other headhunters, caching or dropping of queries can be
followed. This would help in maintaining a consistent response time for the queries. The
typical wait time at the headhunter for 10 queries was found and the results are noted in
Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5 Calculation of wait time at a headhunter

It is seen from Figure 4.5 that Avg. Wait time: S-HH: 7.5 ms, M-HH: 240 ms. A
typical response time is considered for the S-HH and M-HH and is noted in Figure 4.5.
The graphs show that the Wait Time for S-HH is negligible and so is the processing time.
M-HH has significant processing and RMI time due to which every query has an
additional wait time, waiting for the previous queries to be processed.
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Another noteworthy time calculation was that of the Matching Time. The
Matching Time is the time taken by a headhunter to match a specific query to the
components registered with it, meeting the different attributes of the query. This is more
significant when considering multi-level queries. For the initial setup, where matching is
only based on the type, the matching time was found to be negligible in comparison with
the overall processing time.

4.1.4. To study the scalability of the system
For the basic MDE-URDS architecture described in Section 3.2.1 of Chapter 3, a
scalability study was carried out to check the limitations of the basic MDE-URDS
architecture. This study was performed with respect to: several queries in the system,
several queries at a single headhunter and the number of HHs in the system.
In these experiments, the HHs maintain a buffer for the incoming queries, S-HHs
maintain a queue size of 100 while the M-HHs maintain a size of 10 due to their limited
memory capacities.

4.1.4.1. With respect to several queries in the system
In this experiment, the scalability of the basic MDE-UDRS architecture
(described in Section 3.2.1) is tested by passing random simultaneous queries at a
uniform rate to only ten stationary headhunters, then to ten mobile headhunters and also
to a hybrid configuration consisting of stationary and mobile HHs. The HHs are selected
on a round robin basis for load balancing. The results of this experiment are shown in
Figure 4.6. As seen from Figure 4.6, with increasing the number of queries, the response
time increases non-linearly in the case of mobile HHs; while in the case of stationary
HHs, the time increase is uniform. This is due to the higher wait time (which is dependent
on the processing of earlier queries, the arrival rate of the incoming queries and the
processing rate) in the case of mobile HHs. For the given setup of passing random queries
at a uniform rate, it is seen that the threshold for the number of queries in the system is
around 200-250, after which the queries are dropped.
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4.1.4.2. With respect to several queries at a single headhunter
This experiment helps understand the limitation of every headhunter in terms of
the number of queries it can process within a certain upper bound of the response time.
This is useful for load balancing of the headhunters.
Figure 4.7 shows the number of queries at a given headhunter along with the
associated response times.
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It is seen, from Figure 4.7, that for a S-HH for a queue size of 100, the queries
start dropping at 500 i.e. the processing rate of queries is comparable to the arrival rate of
incoming queries. However, for a M-HH, however, it is close to 20 i.e. for a queue size of
10. This is due to the limited processing capability of the PDA due to which it cannot
process the queries at a rate faster than the arrival rate. As a result, it cannot handle the
number of queries over a certain value and the buffer size becomes full.

4.1.4.3. With respect to the number of HHs
This study was carried out to check if the response time varies if the number of
HHs is increased in the system. If that would be the case, then increasing the number of
headhunters would guarantee a better response time and the overall system performance
would also be better.
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Figure 4.8 Increasing number of M-HHs in the system

The Figure 4.8 shows the response time when the mobile HHs are queried in a
round-robin fashion for a selected number of queries. For M-HHs, when the number is 5
in the system, the response time is higher than when the number is 10. It is seen that for
most of the queries, the response time is better when there are more resources (in terms of
HHs) in the system.

4.2. Enhancements to the MDE-URDS architecture
This set of experiments is performed on the architectures of MDE-URDS with
multi-level matching, MDE-URDS with buffering and caching mechanisms and MDEURDS with different querying mechanisms such as selective, exhaustive searches that are
focused towards improving response times, explained in Sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 of
Chapter 3.
As seen from previous Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3, mobile headhunters take more
time for returning a response compared to a stationary headhunter. The enhanced MDE-
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URDS architectures explained in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 are an attempt to improve the
response time and the quality of results of the mobile headhunters using different
techniques of buffering, caching of results, domain specific and exhaustive search
mechanisms. The following set of experiments describes the performance of these
architectures.

4.2.1. MDE-URDS with multi-level matching (MLM)
This set of experiments focuses on the quality of the results obtained from the
headhunters of the basic architecture of the MDE-URDS with multi-level matching
scheme with the use of a proxy. It is explained in Section 3.2.1. The results obtained from
the HHs are not only tested for their response times but also for their quality. The quality
metrics used are the precision and recall [48] of the results as explained in Chapter 3.
For multi-level matching, the mobile headhunters were queried using different
semantics (exact and relaxed) for the multi-level matching, as explained in Chapter 3 and
the precision and recall were calculated for the results obtained. This first experiment
included only type matching of the results. This was to study the difference in quality
(precision and recall) of the results obtained when exact and relaxed match semantics are
used.
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Figure 4.9 Precision and Recall calculation for a set of queries

Figure 4.9 indicates that with relaxed match semantics, the recall improves
whereas the precision may or may not improve (depending on the user‟s requirements),
as every application may have different requirements with the services obtained as results
Experiments were also conducted to observe the improvement of quality in terms
of better precision while considering matching with multiple levels of type, syntax,
semantics and QoS. With every level, the matching becomes more accurate as it matches
more of the user‟s requirements. However, the response time for evaluation of these
multiple levels is high. There is thus a tradeoff between obtaining the best quality
services and obtaining a quick response. It is seen that increasing levels of matching
improves precision and relaxing the matching criteria improves the recall at the cost of
matching time.
For such MLM queries, the precision and recall values were evaluated when type
and QoS matching were used; the results of which are shown in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10 Precision of results with different levels of matching

From Figure 4.10, it can be concluded that with an exact type and QoS match, the
precision is better as compared to other approaches. This is because exact type match
have stricter semantics than relaxed matching and gives more relevant results. Type only
matching has low precision and relaxed match also does not improve the precision for
this approach. However, the recall of type matching becomes better with type only and
relaxed matching, as relaxed matching also includes results that are obtained from
synonym, coercion and inheritance based type matching.
However, with increasing the levels of matching and relaxing the matching
criteria, the query processing time increases. Figure 4.11 shows the increase in matching
time (processing time) for a query that uses only one level of match (type) when
compared with using type and QoS match.
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It is seen that the response time is more as the levels of matching increase. For a
S-HH this increase in time is around 38% and for a M-HH, it is close to 47%.
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Figure 4.12 Comparison of Response time for Type only and all Four levels of Matching
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For all levels of matching, the response time is very high, but the precision is also
the highest. It is 1 for the set of queries used in the above experiments (Figure 4.12).

4.2.2. MDE-URDS with caching and Buffering mechanisms (To improve the
response time (especially with multi-level matching))
This experiment is performed on the architecture suggested in Section 3.2.2. The
results from Sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4 show that since RMI communication is used, the
response time increases of the system by mobile headhunters. To improve this response
time, the use of buffering mechanisms is suggested at the HH. The buffering/caching is of
the recent query results of the HH. The least recently used (LRU) policy is used for
maintaining the HH buffer.
It is seen, from Figure 4.13, that the buffering improves the response time
considerably, as expected.
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Figure 4.13 Comparison of response times with and without buffering of components
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Figure 4.13 shows the improvement in the response time when buffering/caching
is used. However, the hit/miss ratio is a major concern for caching mechanisms. It is seen
that for the LRU policy used, the hit ratio (Figure 4.14) is more than the case where no
replacement policy, as the HH maintains the results of the most recently queried services
Figure 4.14 shows the hit ratio for a number of HHs individually.
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Figure 4.14 Hit and Miss ratio for different HHs

The Figure 4.14 shows the hit/miss ratio calculated for a random set of queries
with an uniform distribution of services amongst the HHs. The hit/miss ratio is different
for different headhunters depending on the distribution of components and other factors
such as the frequency of querying that headhunter.
The recall is calculated for a specific query (Weather domain) to check the
effectiveness of buffering. Again, depending on the distribution of components among
the headhunters, the recall varies, here uniform distribution is assumed.
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Table 4.1 Recall for the 10 M-HHs
Query=Weather

Recall

HH1

0.2

HH2

1

HH3

1

HH4

0.66

HH5

0

HH6

0.4

HH7

0

HH8

0.25

HH9

0

HH10

0

4.2.3. MDE-URDS with different querying methods
The next two sets of experiments are performed on the MDE-URDS architecture
with different querying methods, described in Section 3.2.3 of Chapter 3. The purpose of
performing these experiments is to observe if the performance (response time and
quality) of the system improves using different querying mechanisms. This task is
achieved by comparing the different search approaches.
The three main approaches selected were as follows:
a. Selective Search (domain specific)
b. Exhaustive Search
c. Random selection of HHs (random 3).
The results of all the three approaches are presented in the following Figures (4.15
to 4.18), that show that when time is a limitation, the selective or random approach is
better, with some compromise on quality; whereas when time is not an issue and the
major focus is on obtaining the most relevant services, then the Exhaustive Search
approach is better. The random approach performs comparably well at some times, while
at other times, it reaches the time taken by the exhaustive approach.
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Figure 4.15 Comparison of Response Time for the three different search approaches

The above approaches are also evaluated for the quality of the results obtained
using them. Figure 4.16 shows the recall values for the results for different queries.
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Figure 4.16 Comparison of quality (Recall) for the three different search approaches
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Figure 4.17 Comparison of quality (Precision) for the three different search approaches
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From Figures 4.16 and 4.17, it is seen that the recall value for various queries in
the domain specific approach is 1 most of the time. The random approach has a lesser
value of recall amongst the three cases because of the random nature of selecting HHs as
a result of which only a few relevant services can be obtained. Exhaustive approach has a
recall of more than 0.5 in most cases. In terms of precision, the domain specific approach
and exhaustive approach has high precision being more than 0.5 in most cases. Random
approach sometimes gives high precision (Query 1) whereas sometimes gives zero
precision (Query 7). This is due to the HHs queried and the matching components
retrieved from them.

4.2.3.1. To check for the quality of results for a Timed Response
For some applications such as real-time tracking, the discovery time needs to be
as small as possible, as these applications demand an end-to-end response time of 30 ms
or less. For similar applications having time bounds, the performance of the MDE-URDS
architecture with different querying methods (described in Section 3.2.3) such as
selective, exhaustive search is evaluated to check if it can be suitable for these
applications and how the MDE-URDS can be modified, if need be. For this purpose, a
time limit was set up and the quality of the results in terms of precision and recall was
calculated for a set of queries. The time limit can differ according to the client‟s or
application‟s requirements. For the purpose of experimentation, it was set it to 5 seconds
(5000 ms).
The Figures 4.18 and 4.19 show the quality of results obtained from a timed
response scenario versus a scenario without any time bound.
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Figure 4.19 Difference in quality (Recall) of results with a timed response
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It is evident from Figures 4.18 and 4.19 that with the timed response scenario the
number of matching services obtained are less than the one when there are no time
bounds. The recall of the latter approach is thus high. The precision is relative to the HHs
selected and thus is not constant for either of the approaches. This shows that given no
time bounds, the system can obtain better results whereas in case of time critical or realtime applications, obtaining more and best services may not be possible. Also, the time
limit is decided by the client who can vary it according to his needs and this will affect
the overall recall of the system.

4.2.4. MDE-URDS with Mobile IP (Incorporation of Mobility)
This set of experiments is the study of the performance of the implementation of
Mobile IP on the MDE-URDS architecture explained in Section 3.2.4.
The configuration for this set of experiments is as follows: 10 M-HHs, 10 ARs,
100 services, 3 Foreign Worlds, MLM matching and Proxies for the HHs. The readings
are an average over 10 readings and noted for 10 different queries.

4.2.4.1. Headhunters in their home domain
As seen from the algorithms described in Section 3.2.4 of Chapter 3, a headhunter
registers with its Home Agent when it starts. It remains in its home domain unless it
wants to move to another domain. The time taken to query these headhunters when they
are still in their home domain is calculated to get an idea of the response time of the
mobile headhunters in this implementation.
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Figure 4.20 Response time of HHs when they are in their home domain

The Figure 4.20 shows the response times from the HHs while they are present in
their home world. The response time varies between 1000-1600 ms. Also, if these
headhunters are searched exhaustively for a particular query, then the average response
time is around 4000 ms. This is shown in Figure 4.21.
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Figure 4.21 Exhaustive search Response time of HHs when they are in their home
domain
4.2.4.2. Headhunters in the Foreign Domain
The response times from all headhunters who are currently in a foreign world are
observed and the additional time taken due to redirection of the queries is also studied.
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Figure 4.22 Response time from headhunters in a foreign domain

From Figure 4.22, it is seen that the response times for mobile headhunters
registered with a Foreign Agent are higher due to the level of indirection associated to
passing a query first to the headhunter‟s Home Agent. The query is then routed by the
Home Agent to the Foreign Agent and then to the HH. As a result, the response time is
higher. The typical response time is between 1500-2200 ms, with some queries having
higher response times.

4.2.4.3. Headhunters in transit
The headhunters are said to be in transit when they are not connected to any
domain or are unreachable. In such a case, the queries are either:
a. Buffered at the Home Agent and are sent to the HH when it gets connected
eventually
b. Passed to another HH.
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Figure 4.23 Response time calculation when headhunters are in transit and
waiting for them

From the Figure 4.23, it can be seen that the response time varies according to the
time taken by the headhunter to connect back to a new domain. It could be in a matter of
few seconds or may even take few minutes. In such cases, wherein the time is a
constraint, it is better to propagate the query to a nearby headhunter (option (b)) and
obtain the results, however if the headhunter is domain specific or critical to the query
and the application can afford to wait for a long response time, then the higher response
time is acceptable.
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Figure 4.24 Response time calculation when headhunters are in transit and getting
response from other headhunters

The Figure 4.24 shows that in case of applications where the time is a constraint,
the query is propagated to another headhunter, if the current one is unavailable. This time
varies according to finding the next available headhunter and also the domain where it
resides (foreign domain will take more time, etc.). The peaks shown in the Figure 4.24
depict such scenarios.
For the quality evaluation of the queries for scenario 4.3.3 (a) and 4.3.3 (b) of
Section 4.3, when both the headhunters are similar in their distribution of the services
(i.e., uniform distribution) then the quality of the results remain more or less similar
whereas when they differ in the distribution (e.g., domain specific HHs) then the quality
suffers as the precision of the results reduces.
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4.2.4.4. Response time increase due to Mobile IP
The increase in response time due to the implementation of Mobile IP is studied.
The response time is now more with respect to time to first contact the HH‟s Home
Agent, then Foreign Agent and then the HH itself. Every reading for a response time is
evaluated for individual times and is shown in Figure 4.25. The time needed for a
response from a Foreign Agent was also evaluated in terms of its constituents indicating
which part dominates in that case (Figure 4.25).
These experiments are not evaluated for quality as the precision and recall for this
category is similar to that of experiments of Section 4.1.
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Figure 4.25 Evaluation of response time from headhunter

It can be seen, from Figure 4.25, that with the use of Foreign Agent, an additional
RMI request is added which adds to the overall response time. The End-to-End
communication time therefore dominates the total time.
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4.2.4.5. Scalability of the system
The scalability of the system is performed to check the maximum limit on the
number of queries the MDE-URDS architecture including Mobile IP can handle and how
frequent the headhunters can move around.
a. Number of queries: This is similar to the study in Section 4.1. However, in
this case, this study is for identifying the number of queries the mobile
headhunters can handle. It is seen that for the 10 mobile headhunters present
in the system, the limit on the number of queries is 200, i.e., as the number of
queries in the system becomes more than 200, the queries start dropping.
b. Effect of Buffering on response time: As seen in Section 4.2, for mobile
headhunters, the buffering of results improves response time by almost 48%.
Thus, buffering can benefit the mobile headhunters that move around often;
however, their mobility still increases the response time to some extent due to
the redirection of queries and is therefore more than in Section 4.4.1.
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Figure 4.26 Response time variation for M-HHs w.r.t Buffering of Results
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Figure 4.26 shows the improvement in response time for mobile headhunters using
buffering mechanisms which is almost 50%.

4.2.5. MDE-URDS with Collaborative Approaches: I do it, We do it, You do it
As described in the Chapter 3, in order to improve the quality of results the MDEURDS architecture was enhanced using MANET protocols. This set of experiments
studies the performance of this MDE-URDS architecture with collaborative approaches,
described in Section 3.2.5.

4.2.5.1. I do it approach
As this is actually not a collaborative approach, as explained in Section 3.2.5, the
results are similar to the scenarios explained in category 4.3 when the headhunters are in
their home world and the results obtained were similar to them.

4.2.5.2. We do it approach
The results for the “We do it” approach using AODV technique is presented in the
Figure 4.27.
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Figure 4.27 We do it approach using AODV protocol

Table 4.2 Precision and Recall for We do it approach
Query

Number of Services

Number of Services

from single HH

with collaboration

Precision

Recall

Precision

Recall

Scanner

0

0

0.5

0.4

Health

0

0

0.6

0.833

Chemistry

0.5

0.2

0.3

0.4

Tracking

1

0.125

0.75

0.375

Science

1

0.166

0.727

0.66

The Figure 4.27 shows the response time for the collaborative HHs using the
AODV protocol. It is seen that the response time is high compared to querying a single
HH, because the results are obtained from 2 neighbors plus from the queried HH and also
time is spent in accumulating these individual results.
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The Table 4.2 illustrates the precision and recall when the query is processed by a
single HH and when collaboration occurs. As the number of services is more in the latter
case and thus the recall of the system is better. The precision varies according to the
headhunter selected, but is better in the second approach as seen.
For the proactive approach, as described in Section 3.2.5 using the OLSR
protocol, the results are presented in Figure 4.28.
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Figure 4.28 Collaborative results for We do it approach using OLSR protocol
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Table 4.3 Precision and Recall comparison for We do it approach using OLSR protocol
Query

Number of Services

Number of Services

from single HH

with collaboration

Precision

Recall

Precision

Recall

Scanner

0

0

0.5

0.4

Health

0

0

1

0.66

Chemistry

0.5

0.2

0.25

0.2

Tracking

1

0.125

1

0.375

Science

1

0.166

0.66

0.5

Here, similar response times and quality of results obtained as the AODV
approach in Figure 4.28 are seen, only this approach is more reactive and increases the
network traffic due to constant sending of messages. It however avoids any exceptions as
all nodes have up-to-date information about other nodes. Table 4.3 shows the precision
and recall of the approach. It is seen as the previous case of 4.6.1 that the precision varies
according to the HHs queried but the recall is better in case of collaboration.

4.2.5.3. You do it approach
This study is performed to check if a HH is busy with other tasks and needs help
with the query processing, how well the delegation of the query processing to another HH
can take place. The Figure 4.29 shows that with delegation of a query, the response time
increases however, the quality of results are better.
When comparing the previous approach of “We do it”, the recall of this method is
less as seen from the obtained results and it maybe because it does not include the
headhunter‟s own response. As a result, the response time is less.
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Figure 4.29 Collaborative results for You do it approach
Table 4.4 Precision and Recall comparison for You do it approach
Query

Number of Services

Number of Services

from single HH

with collaboration

Precision

Recall

Precision

Recall

Scanner

0

0

0.5

0.4

Health

0

0

0.75

0.5

Chemistry

0.5

0.2

0.5

0.4

Tracking

1

0.125

0.66

0.25

Science

1

0.16

0.66

0.5

The Table 4.4 shows that the precision and recall of the approach. As more
number of HHs now process the query, the recall improves. Precision may or may not
improve depending on the HHs queried and the distribution of components. In Table 4.4,
it can be seen that the precision is some cases is better in collaboration (Scanner, Health)
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whereas it degrades in some cases (Science, Tracking). The recall however is always
better in case of collaboration.

4.3. Case Study
The case study selected is of a real-time tracking application. The application of
MDE-URDS into the domain of tracking is studied for its performance effectiveness.
Real time tracking requires tracking of objects from sensors such as Cameras.
These Cameras have different QoS attributes such as Camera Resolution, Frame Rate,
Orientation, Relative Location, and Clock Drift(to name a few) that are distinguishing.
As a result, these cameras can be treated as services that need to be discovered in order to
track an object and multi-level specifications are created for these Camera Services.
An experimental setup of an existing Tracking System of [53][54] was chosen for
this purpose. In this setup, around 20 cameras are deployed in a simulated lab
environment. Every Camera has a service called as CamService that serves to track the
visual data. These cameras track vital object information and then fusion of the visual
data from the cameras in the system is performed for object tracking. In order to apply
the architecture of MDE-URDS in this tracking system, first multi-level specifications for
these camera services are created. These specifications are created using similar
semantics of ML specifications of services (shown in Figure 4.1). However, depending
on the user‟s requirements of choosing these services (Frame Rate, Resolution,
Orientation, Clock Drift); they are discovered using the discovery architecture of MDEURDS with MLM.
For this setup, experiments for discovering these Camera Services were
performed using different ML queries (similar to Section 4.1.4) and the average response
time was found to be around 1000 ms. The discovery is followed by fusion of the results
that takes around 35-55 ms. The quality of results obtained by using MDE-URDS with
MLM is comparable to the existing discovery service of Jini and in some cases even
better according to the experiments performed for searching these Camera Services. This
time is however, too high for real-time tracking and as a result, it may not be suitable for
tracking in real-time. It can however be applied to mobile tracking with the use of mobile
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devices and offline tracking when there are no strict time limitations. As only those
services that meet the criteria are selected, the filtering of unwanted results becomes
simpler and the fusion is also faster.
Thus, MDE-URDS can be applied successfully in applications such as real-time
tracking as a MLM discovery service. Thus, the performance evaluations for the different
enhancements to the architecture of MDE-URDS have been categorically studied. These
studies show the current performance of the system and highlight some of the limitations
of the architecture still present and that will be a part of the future work. Chapter 5
includes the conclusions and future work of MDE-URDS in detail.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Chapters 3 and 4 gave an insight on the MDE-URDS architecture and its
performance related experiments. This chapter concludes the experiments with
conclusions and the future work of the MDE-URDS architecture.
The MDE-URDS architecture tries to tackle the problem of including mobile
devices into the service discovery framework that were not considered initially in the first
generation of discovery systems. The limitations of intermittent connectivity, memory
and processing limitations and mobility have been tried to address by the suggested
architecture. From the experimental validation, it is seen that the architecture performs
well for obtaining appropriate results for services in terms of response time and quality. It
also uses different searching techniques such as selective and exhaustive search and
certain collaborative searching techniques using the principles from different MANET
protocols such as AODV, OLSR and DSR, in order to improve the quality of the results.
The response time obtained is high due to the memory and processing limitations of the
device and the wireless connectivity, but the quality of the results in terms of precision
and recall is good due to the support of multi-level matching and alternative searching
techniques. For real-time applications like tracking, it is seen that the response time is too
high for discovery using mobile headhunters and therefore it cannot be applied to realtime data. However, if timing restrictions are not strict, then, the MDE-URDS can serve
as a useful discovery tool for finding appropriate services and filtering unwanted ones by
using MLM of specifications.
One of the other limitations of mobile devices is the battery life that was not a part
of this MDE-URDS architecture. It can serve as a potential future work by employing
techniques from the MANET domain suggested to preserve the battery life.
The architecture does not involve context as a part of the discovery process, except from
the domain specificity of the headhunters. The discovery process can be enhanced further
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by using contextual information. This is one of the future works that will be considered.
Uncertainty with respect to the context or surroundings is another area of future work that
can be studied for MDE-URDS. The performance of MDE-URDS can be evaluated in
such situations where the entities in the system and the surroundings are constantly
changing and at times are uncertain.
The security mechanism used in the MDE-URDS architecture is basic passwordbased authentication. More complex security mechanisms using public key certificates,
symmetric key encryption can be used to provide additional level of security and prevent
unauthorized access to the system. The architecture can be made more heterogeneous
using different devices that are capable of running Java components. This may give a
real-time feel to the architecture where different devices are present.
Being successfully used in the real-time tracking application, the MDE-URDS
performance in other real-time applications such as disaster management can be tested. If
it is successful, then it may be useful for such applications.
Thus, the MDE-URDS architecture has successfully incorporated mobile devices
into a service discovery framework and has tried to tackle some of the limitations of
mobile devices. The future work suggested above will be helpful in making the
architecture more comprehensive.
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